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Erdre, river

recreational four-person sculling boats

Rowers: 165 € with accommodation,  
1 night, 2 meals / 140 € without 
accommodation, 2 meals
Companions: identical fees   
100 seats available, 20 €

CERCLE AVIRON DE NANTES
Matthieu Chapron
02 40 50 67 45
mchapron@canantes.com
HANDI-AVIRON
Brice Huaulme
02 40 50 67 45
bhuaulme@canantes.com

OFFICE DU TOURISME DE NANTES
08 92 46 40 44
info@nantes-tourisme.com
www.levoyageanantes.fr
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D Just a few kilometres from Nantes, you may 
embark on the Erdre, which was considered 
as the most beautiful French river by Francis 

1st. You will start the tour in an urban landscape 
almost at the heart of the city, then navigate 
through beautiful marshy meanders along typical 
gorgeous manors and marinas which create a 
very romantic setting. From the marinas to the 
wide plains around Mazerolles, you will discover 
a peaceful and enchanting scenery all along the 
river. The tour is composed of two equal parts, 
25 km each, in order to split your effort. You can 
also choose to take turns and only row halfway. 
You will return before noon, so that you may still 
enjoy this tour even if you live far away. Above all, 
this weekend is meant to be friendly, peaceful 
and pleasant.
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10 & 11 JUNE

2 DAYS / 50 KM

ROWING LEVEL 

PROVISIONAL PLANNING 
DAY 1 
12AM  Guest welcome (meal available on the spot).
02PM  Departure from the club to visit Nantes city 

center and rowing tour start, Halfway break.
06PM  Arrival in Nort-sur-Erdre - Festive evening 

meal. Accommodation in boarding school 
(limited number) and mobile home (price  
on request). 

DAY 2 
09AM  Tour start after breakfast. 
12.30AM  Arrival scheduled at the club. Optional 

lunch on Sunday, on registration.
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